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Shelby Clark: *Bound by the F* Word* 

Works List (in no particular order)

*Untitled (Multiple television sculpture)*, Found objects video sculpture, 2018. 10' x 10' Insurance value: $ 1,000

*Untitled (Closet)*, Painted wood, painted clothing and found objects, 2018. 5' x 6' Insurance value: $ 1,000

*Can't turn a hoe into a housewife*, Multimedia wearable sculpture, emoji patches, men's tie, men's shirt, poop emoji plunger, 2018. 2' x 6' Insurance value: $ 1,000

*Can't turn a hoe into a housewife*, Multimedia wearable sculpture, emoji patches, men's tie, men's shirt, poop emoji plunger, 2018. 2' x 6' Insurance value: $ 1,000
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*Choke (Business)*, Multimedia wearable sculpture, 2018. 2’ x 6’
Insurance value: $1,000

*Choke (Business)*, Multimedia wearable sculpture, 2018. 2’ x 6’
Insurance value: $1,000

#nextlevelshit (Warrior), Multimedia wearable sculpture, found objects, painted wood, painted pantyliners, upholstered wood forms, 2018. 4’ x 9’ Insurance value: $1,000
#nextlevelshit (Warrior), Multimedia wearable sculpture, found objects, painted wood, painted pantyliners, upholstered wood forms, 2018. 4’ x 9’ Insurance value: $1,000

Pink Pearl Pretty (Shadow), Multimedia wearable sculpture, 2018. 2’ x 6’ Insurance value: $1,000

Pink Pearl Pretty (Shadow), Multimedia wearable sculpture, 2018. 2’ x 6’ Insurance value: $1,000
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*Heartless Bitch*, Multimedia wearable sculpture, painted mannikin, 2018. 2’ x 6’ Insurance value: $1,000

*Untitled (Video projector 1)*, Multimedia video sculpture, 2018. 4’ x 6’ Insurance value: $1,000
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*Untitled (Video projector 2)*, Multimedia video sculpture, 2018. 4’ x 6’  
Insurance value: $1,000

*Altar to Selfie*, Multimedia video sculpture, 2018. 7’ x 7’  
Insurance value: $1,000
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**Untitled (Selfie camera roll light boxes),** Multimedia photography sculpture, 2018. 2' x 4' Insurance value: $1,000

**Untitled (Selfie camera roll light boxes),** Multimedia photography sculpture, 2018. 2' x 4' Insurance value: $1,000

**Untitled (Ipad on pedestal),** Multimedia interactive sculpture, 2018. 1' x 1' Insurance value: $1,000